
NewCo 
Inform. Debate. Inspire.



An influential network of 
the world’s brightest, most 
curious & disruptive.

The most important topics 
explored through provocative 

content, opinion & debate.+



How often have you read a 
really compelling opinion piece 
and wished you could read the 
counter-argument side by side? 

It rarely happens in print to have 
two points of view side by side. 
And very few live debates are put 
on as they’re difficult to 
program. 

Have you been moved by a talk 
on a current issue - on climate 
change? Or recovering plastics 
from our oceans? 

Many of us have. Talks by 
Thought Leaders can be really 
powerful. But knowing how to 
take the next step - doing 
something, however small - is 
difficult without advice. 

Who are the top game-
changers in social enterprise? 
The key influencers in the 
Brexit talks? 

It’s tough to understand who is 
really leading a field; who we 
should follow or listen to to gain 
clarity and understanding. 

You hear Simon Sinek talk on 
YouTube, but what if you want 
to actually engage with him?  

Face-to-face access to these 
experts is costly, whether you’re a 
large institution or a curious 
individual.
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The problem



The opportunity

The numbers show people love 
the cut and thrust of live 
debate. 

4m  

listen to NPR’s debate podcasts. 

70m  

view BBC World debates.

Great content that moves an 
audience is incredibly popular. 

50k  

audience at how to: Academy.  

3bn  

video views for TED each year.

Curated ‘top’ lists create highly 
shareable, irresistible content.  

10%  

circulation boost from The 
Times Rich List.  

500m  

aspiring people building profiles 
and connections on LinkedIn. 

Demand to access leading 
experts is growing across 
industries. 

$350m  

GLG’s 2015 revenue. 
  

$170k  

avg GLG customer spend.
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Targeting aspirational thinkers. 

Intellectually curious 
Our audience question everything. They are 
curious. They want to learn. They enjoy the cut 
and thrust of debate and want to make up their 
own mind.

Ambitious professionals 
Our audience are leaders. Business leaders. 
Thought leaders. Opinion leaders. They are not 
only ambitious, global professionals, they 
consider understanding the world to be of great 
importance to their life and career.

Motivated by meaning, 
not marketing 
Our audience want to be moved by content. 
They seek to not only understand the most 
important issues, but be involved and act too.

Our audience



The most exhilarating way to understand perspectives on 
latest news, future thinking and ethics. 

• The first must-listen or watch weekly debate broadcast live 
from a studio in London.  

• A written guide to the arguments for and against the 
proposition; links to key articles on the subject; pre and post 
debate voting.

Content, talks, seminars and conference videos from 
acclaimed Experts and Thought-leaders. 

• Content from and about our Game-changers. 
• 4 talks published each week from how to: Academy covering 

Business, Science, Technology, Lifestyle and Culture.  
• From awareness to action - we highlight what each person 

can do to make a difference.

Debate & opinion

Thought leadership

Targeting aspirational thinkers. 

Bringing it all together



Targeting aspirational thinkers. 

Shining a light on the world’s leading Game-changers 
through curated lists that create irresistible content.  

• Strong themes each year, covering Business, Science, 
Technology, Lifestyle and Culture.  

• Up to 100 Game-changers in each theme. 
• Deepened value through connecting content to thought 

leadership, articles and opinion. 

A disruptive new model to challenge Expert Networks. We 
provide open access to a network of the world’s leading 
experts. 

• ‘Meet the Expert’ behind our content. Book a dinner, Skype 
session or video conference. 

• Easily understand trends and the networks of people behind 
them through data visualisation.

Game-changer discovery

Meet the Experts

Bringing it all together



“The essence of the 
independent mind lies not 
in what it thinks, but in 
how it thinks.” 
— Christopher Hitchens.



Bringing it all together
For environmental issues.



Bringing it all together
For AI and machine learning.



Bringing it all together
For a great mobile experience.



“There are only two ways to 
influence human behaviour: 
you can manipulate it or 
you can inspire it.” 
— Simon Sinek



A selection of the inspiring thinkers hosted by how to: Academy. 

Past Speakers.

Emma 
Watson

Garry 
Kasparov

Steven 
Pinker

Simon 
Sinek

Gloria 
Steinem

Germaine 
Greer

Joseph 
Stiglitz

Stephen 
Fry

Hamid 
Karzai

Yuval Noah 
Harari

Werner 
Herzog

Christiane 
Amanpour

Daniel 
Kahneman

Nassim 
Taleb

Amy 
Cuddy



John Gordon 
Serial entrepreneur. Marketing expert.  

John is the founder of how to: Academy, 
Intelligence Squared, Contagious, 
Globalista and Notting Hill Editions.

Alan Griffin 
Award-winning digital leader and 
media expert.   

Alan has worked for Time Inc., Forbes, 
Reuters, FT and AOL in the UK, US. 
He has also worked extensively in Asia.  

Dr Eleanor O’Keeffe 
Experienced event organiser.  

Eleanor has experience founding and 
directing global cultural events 
companies including 5x15, PalFest and 
The Jaipur Literature Festival. 

The team



Our expertise
Our team has experience founding and leading 
some of the world’s top media companies. 



Chairman 
John Gordon

CEO 
Alan Griffin

Head of Commercial 
TBC

Event Editor 
TBC

Content lead 
TBC

Product lead 
TBC

PR lead 
TBC

COO 
TBC

Finance 
TBC

Organisation



“If you get up in the 
morning and think the 
future is going to be 
better, it is a bright day. 
Otherwise, it's not.” 
— Elon Musk.



Why debate? 
Formal, live debate is the ideal platform for opposing views to be articulated and the exchange between 
speakers questioned and challenged. It is democracy at work. It is the recreation of the public sphere. It’s 
the values of the Enlightenment in public life rather than populism. Its value lies in helping people to 
understand issues and make up their mind better than any other medium. 

Capturing curiosity  
Debate topics will reflect what’s prominent in the news and cover the key issues of the future ranging 
from the ethics of genetic engineering to the societal issues posed by Artificial Intelligence. For example: 
• Let Catalonia secede from Spain. 

• It’s time to end austerity. 

• Ban crypto-currencies. 

• Genetic Engineering needs to be regulated. 

• The robots are coming to take our jobs. 

• Tyrants should be free to tyrannise their own people. 

Our aim  
To become a must-watch feature of public life, because debate is the most exhilarating way to 
understand issues.

Debate & opinion



Leveraging value from Thought Leaders 
Through its sister company, how to: Academy, NewCo already has access to some of the 
world’s most acclaimed Experts, Thought Leaders and Game-changers. We plan to use 
these highly-valuable existing relationships as the basis for our content and Game-
changer network to create the world’s greatest Thought leadership platform - the 
ultimate destination for inspiration. 

From awareness to action 
Highly-popular platforms like TED, inspire, but don’t incite action. We want to 
change this. To create the opportunity for our audience to move from awareness to 
action. Our action buttons will empower our audience to make a difference by 
highlighting what they can do personally, professionally, organisationally and 
commercially. 

Our aim 
To become known as a leading platform not only for inspiration, but for action too. 

Thought leadership



Shining a light on the world’s  
leading experts 
Game-changer discovery is the foundation for the network. We bring together key 
Leaders and Game-changers like no other network - creating highly-shareable, 
personality-driven content, to keep a highly-diverse audience engaged. It’s the key to 
how we scale: allowing us to grow specialist networks that drive traffic and influence 
that is irresistible to readers, businesses and corporate partners.  

The key to scale and influence 
This approach not only creates great, highly-readable and shareable content for our 
readers, it allows us to leverage the networks of our Leaders and Game-changers. It has 
the power to unlock incredible social scaling.  
• We identify key Leaders and Game-changers across society and industries.  
• We build great content around them and their vertical or industry segment.  
• We create that content and we use content from them.  
• We monetise growth through advertising, events, partnerships and B2B services. 

Our aim 
To grow our audience to one million engaged monthly visitors within our the first year.

Game-changer discovery



An accessible network of experts 
A disruptive new model to challenge Expert Networks. As we grow NewCo, we will offer open access 
to a world-leading network of experts across Science and Technology. We believe that there is great 
opportunity to develop a network that provides for intellectual entertainment as well as profit. 

Understanding and connection 
NewCo aims to disrupt incumbents in the Expert Network industry by providing more affordable 
access to leading thinkers for organisations and individuals. 

• Curated dinners led by subject-matter experts.  

• ‘Meet the Expert’ behind our content. Book a video conference or a 30-60 minute Skype session. 

• Data visualisation to gain deeper understanding of influencers within a trend or industry.  

We expect this network to grow significantly as we create our Game-changer lists. Our relationship 
with sister company how to: Academy will provide an incredible foundation of experts, enabling 
NewCo to offer this service from inception. 

Our aim 
To be the foremost ‘expert network’ for both intellectual profit and curiosity. 

Meet the experts



“It is our choices that 
show what we truly are, 
far more than our 
abilities.” 
— J. K Rowling.



TED: Our closest competitor  
The nearest competitor to NewCo is TED.Com. Our key overlap is that 
both TED and NewCo feature a wide range of short inspirational talks. 
The majority of TED talks are drawn from their annual conference in 
Vancouver. NewCo talks, exclusively licensed from how to: Academy, are 
programmed throughout the year. The majority of speakers appear on 
both platforms. 

Uniquely differentiated 
Our key ‘mantra’ is that ‘knowledge is contestable’. TED presents one-
sided ideas - it doesn’t programme political talks, it restricts debate and 
doesn’t permit questions. 

We believe that ideas shouldn’t just be spread (TED’s mission) but 
challenged, debated and, where appropriate, acted upon. That we don’t 
just need more awareness: we need questioning, debate and action. 

We seek to inspire, challenge and change hearts and minds. NewCo 
is democracy in action enriching the public sphere. 

Competition



Revenue streams

Debate & 
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 Advertising: Native, mobile and in-video.

Partnership: Sponsored themes, lists, content and live debates. An opportunity to be at the heart of a movement.

Leveraging a growing network: one-to-one Skype consultations, business dinners, sector-specific events, conferences and awards.

B2B: white labelling of content, database creation and monetisation.



Focused on growth
Topic-led. 
We focus on the most important topics, people and trends of the 
moment and of the day, through inspiring content, profiles, opinion 
and debate.  

Influencer-driven. 
Each topic engages a set of influencers, to create and promote content: 
from Experts and Game Changers to Editors, Journalists and a User 
Community. This unique combination of voices allows NewCo to 
leverage a growing network effect, to drive traffic from social media 
platforms. 

Driving value through engagement. 
Every topic inspires our growing community. From online debate and 
polls, to live talks - we build value through content-driven engagement 
and community participation.
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Phase 1 
A focus on building traffic 
through content and building 
the platform, engaging both 
the community and experts. 

Phase 2 
A focus on engagement 
through calls to action, value-
add events, conferences and 
partnership involvement.

Phase 3 
A focus on leveraging value 
from a growing global Expert 
network through larger 
partnerships and deeper 
expertise plays.

Growth plan



Thank you.
John Gordon 
johngordon7274@icloud.com


